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United States Court of Appeals,
District of Columbia Circuit.


CALIFORNIA VALLEY MIWOK TRIBE f/k/a
Sheep Ranch of Me-Wuk Indians of California, Ap-


pellant
v.


UNITED STATES of America, et al., Appellees.
No. 06-5203.


Argued Oct. 12, 2007.
Decided Feb. 15, 2008.


Rehearing En Banc Denied April 23, 2008.


Background: Members of Indian tribe brought ac-
tion on behalf of tribe challenging Secretary of the
Interior's refusal to approve tribal constitution,
seeking declaration that tribe was organized pursu-
ant to Indian Reorganization Act. The United States
District Court for the District of Columbia, James
Robertson, J., 424 F.Supp.2d 197, granted govern-
ment's motion to dismiss. Members appealed.


Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Griffith, Circuit
Judge, held that:
(1) Secretary had authority under the Act to refuse
to approve constitution, and
(2) any error in district court's denial of members'
motions for leave to file supplemental claims was
harmless.


Affirmed.
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*1262 Appeal from the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia (No.
05cv00739).Phillip Eugene Thompson argued the
cause for appellant. With him on the briefs were


Johnine Clark and Sonya Anjanette Smith-
Valentine.


Mark R. Haag, Attorney, U.S. Department of
Justice, argued the cause for appellees. With him on
the brief were *1263 James Merritt Upton and
Katherine J. Barton, Attorneys.


Tim Vollmann argued the cause and filed the brief
for amicus curiae Yakima K. Dixie in support of
appellees.


Before: GRIFFITH, Circuit Judge, and EDWARDS
and WILLIAMS, Senior Circuit Judges.


Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge GRIF-
FITH.


GRIFFITH, Circuit Judge.


**40 Since the days of John Marshall, it has been a
bedrock principle of federal Indian law that every
tribe is “capable of managing its own affairs and
governing itself.” Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30
U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 16, 8 L.Ed. 25 (1831); see also
Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515, 559, 8
L.Ed. 483 (1832) (stating that tribes are “distinct,
independent political communities, retaining their
original natural rights”). But tribes that want feder-
al benefits must adhere to federal requirements. The
gateway to some of those benefits is the Indian Re-
organization Act of 1934 (“the Act”), which re-
quires tribes to organize their governments by ad-
opting a constitution approved by the Secretary of
the Interior (“Secretary”). See 25 U.S.C. § 476.


This case involves an attempt by a small cluster of
people within the California Valley Miwok tribe
(“CVM”) to organize a tribal government under the
Act. CVM's chairwoman, Silvia Burley, and a
group of her supporters adopted a constitution to
govern the tribe without so much as consulting its
membership. The Secretary declined to approve the
constitution because it was not ratified by anything
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close to a majority of the tribe. Burley and her sup-
porters-in CVM's name-then sued the United States,
claiming that the Secretary's refusal was unlawful
and seeking a declaration that CVM is organized
pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 476.FN1 Because we con-
clude that the Secretary lawfully refused to approve
the proposed constitution, we affirm the district
court's dismissal of Burley's claim. Burley also ar-
gues that the district court erred in denying her mo-
tions for leave to file supplemental claims for relief.
We conclude that any such error was harmless.


FN1. Throughout, we refer to Burley rather
than “CVM” or “the tribe” because we are
mindful that there is an ongoing leadership
dispute between Burley and former tribal
chairman Yakima Dixie. Both claim to rep-
resent the tribe, and Dixie filed an amicus
brief in this case in support of the United
States. We pass no judgment on that dis-
pute.


I.


[1][2] Indian tribes are “unique aggregations pos-
sessing attributes of sovereignty over both their
members and their territory; they are a separate
people possessing the power of regulating their in-
ternal and social relations.” United States v.
Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544, 557, 95 S.Ct. 710, 42
L.Ed.2d 706 (1975) (internal quotation marks and
citations omitted). To qualify for federal benefits,
however, tribes must meet conditions set by federal
law. The most important condition is federal recog-
nition, which is “a formal political act confirming
the tribe's existence as a distinct political society,
and institutionalizing the government-
to-government relationship between the tribe and
the federal government.” COHEN'S HANDBOOK
OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW § 3.02[3], at 138
(2005 ed.). The federal government has historically
recognized tribes through treaties, statutes, and ex-
ecutive orders, but it does so today primarily by a
standardized application process administered by
the Secretary. See generally 25 C.F.R. pt. 83; see


also id. § 83.7 (listing **41 *1264 the factors the
Secretary must consider when deciding whether to
recognize a tribe). Among the federal benefits that
a recognized tribe and its members may claim are
the right to receive financial assistance under the
Snyder Act, see 25 U.S.C. § 13 (authorizing the
Secretary to “direct, supervise, and expend” funds
for a range of purposes including health and educa-
tion), and the right to operate gaming facilities un-
der the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, see 25
U.S.C. §§ 2701 et seq. FN2


FN2. According to the government, Burley
wishes to build and operate a casino for
CVM. Government's Brief at 10-11.


Once recognized, a tribe may qualify for additional
federal benefits by organizing its government under
the Act. “[Section 476 of the Act] authorizes any
tribe ... to adopt a constitution and bylaws, subject
to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior.”
Kerr-McGee Corp. v. Navajo Tribe of Indians, 471
U.S. 195, 198, 105 S.Ct. 1900, 85 L.Ed.2d 200
(1985). Organization under § 476 vests in a tribe
the power “[t]o employ legal counsel; to prevent
the sale, disposition, lease, or encumbrance of tribal
lands, interests in lands, or other tribal assets
without the consent of the tribe; and to negotiate
with the Federal, State, and local governments.” 25
U.S.C. § 476(e). And some governmental benefits
may flow only to tribes organized under the Act.
For example, in this case the California Gaming
Control Commission-which distributes an annual
payment to all non-gaming tribes in the state-
suspended CVM's allotment of approximately $1
million when it learned that CVM was unorganized.
FN3


FN3. The stakes for CVM may be raised
even higher if California's gaming tribes
expand their casinos, as news reports sug-
gest they are planning to do. See The New
Indian Wars, ECONOMIST, Nov. 29,
2007.


Section 476 of the Act provides two ways a tribe
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may receive the Secretary's approval for its consti-
tution. The first is, in effect, a safe harbor. Section
476(a) says:


Any Indian tribe shall have the right to organize
for its common welfare, and may adopt an appro-
priate constitution and bylaws, and any amend-
ments thereto, which shall become effective
when-


(1) ratified by a majority vote of the adult mem-
bers of the tribe or tribes at a special election au-
thorized and called by the Secretary under such
rules and regulations as the Secretary may pre-
scribe; and


(2) approved by the Secretary pursuant to subsec-
tion (d) of this section.


25 U.S.C. § 476(a). Pursuant to subsection (a)(1),
the Secretary has promulgated several rules govern-
ing special elections. See generally 25 C.F.R. pt.
81. Compliance with these rules is a prerequisite
for the Secretary's approval of a proposed constitu-
tion. Among other things, the rules define voter eli-
gibility, id. § 81.6, create tribal-election boards, id.
§ 81.8, establish voting districts, id. § 81.9, de-
scribe voter-registration procedures, id. § 81.11,
stipulate conditions for election notices, id. § 81.14,
set poll opening and closing times, id. § 81.15, and
describe the criteria for ballots, id. § 81.20. Accord-
ing to subsection (d)(1), once shown that the pro-
posed constitution is the product of the § 476(a)
process, the Secretary “shall approve the constitu-
tion [ ] within forty-five days after the election un-
less the Secretary finds that the proposed constitu-
tion [is] contrary to applicable laws.” 25 U.S.C. §
476(d)(1).FN4


FN4. “[A]pplicable laws” means “any
treaty, Executive order or Act of Congress
or any final decision of the Federal courts
which are applicable to the tribe, and any
other laws which are applicable to the tribe
pursuant to an Act of Congress or by any
final decision of the Federal courts.” Act


of Nov. 1, 1988, Pub.L. No. 100-581, §
102(1), 102 Stat. 2938, 2939.


*1265 **42 Section 476(h) provides a second way
to seek the Secretary's approval for a proposed con-
stitution. Unlike the extensive procedural require-
ments of § 476(a), under § 476(h) a tribe may adopt
a constitution using procedures of its own making:


Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act
each Indian tribe shall retain inherent sovereign
power to adopt governing documents under pro-
cedures other than those specified in this sec-
tion[.]


25 U.S.C. § 476(h)(1). But this greater flexibility in
process comes with a cost. Section 476(h) does not
provide a safe harbor. As discussed in detail in Part
III, the central issue in this case is the extent of the
Secretary's power to approve a constitution under
this section.


II.


CVM is a federally recognized Indian tribe. See In-
dian Entities Recognized and Eligible to Receive
Services from the United States Bureau of Indian
Affairs, 70 Fed.Reg. 71,194, 71,194 (Nov. 25,
2005). It has a potential membership of 250,FN5


but its current tribal council-led by Burley-was
handpicked by only a tiny minority.FN6 This case
is the latest round of sparring between Burley and
the federal government over whether the tribe is or-
ganized under the Act. Burley's efforts to organize
the tribe began in 2000 when, pursuing the safe har-
bor procedure of § 476(a), she and a group of her
supporters adopted a constitution and requested the
Secretary to call an election for its ratification. Sec-
tion 476(c) required the Secretary to call an election
on the proposed constitution within 180 days. For
reasons not apparent from the record, the Secretary
never called the election. Rather than press the mat-
ter, Burley withdrew her request for a vote on the
constitution.


FN5. This figure was offered by the tribe
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itself in separate litigation. See Complaint
for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief at 1,
California Valley Miwok Tribe v. United
States, No. 02-0912 (E.D.Cal. Apr. 29,
2002). We take judicial notice of that doc-
ument. See Veg-Mix, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of
Agric., 832 F.2d 601, 607 (D.C.Cir.1987).


FN6. In 1999, the Secretary recognized
Burley as CVM's chairperson. The Secret-
ary also entered into a “self-determination
contract” with the tribe under the Indian
Self-Determination Act. See 25 U.S.C. §
450f. Pursuant to that contract, the tribe re-
ceived funds for the development of its
government. Subsequently, however, the
Secretary modified her stance and recog-
nized CVM's leadership only on an interim
basis, pending the tribe's organization ef-
fort. Burley does not challenge this
change.


A second effort to organize came in 2001, when
Burley's group adopted a new constitution for the
tribe. This time, Burley bypassed the § 476(a) pro-
cess and instead sent the constitution directly to the
Secretary for approval. The Secretary informed her
that the constitution was defective and the tribe still
unorganized.


Perhaps relying on the old adage, Burley made a
third attempt in early 2004. Meanwhile, Congress
passed the Native American Technical Corrections
Act, which added § 476(h). The Secretary then re-
sponded to Burley by rejecting her proposed consti-
tution and explaining that she would need to at least
attempt to involve the entire tribe in the organiza-
tional process before the Secretary would give ap-
proval:


Where a tribe that has not previously organized
seeks to do so, [the Secretary] also has a respons-
ibility to determine that the organizational efforts
reflect the involvement of the whole tribal com-
munity**43 *1266 We have not seen evidence
that such general involvement was attempted or


has occurred with the purported organization of
your tribe.... To our knowledge, the only persons
of Indian descent involved in the tribe's organiza-
tion efforts, were you and your two daughters.


Letter from Dale Risling, Sr., Superintendent,
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Indian Affairs-Cent. Cal. Agency, to Silvia Burley
(Mar. 26, 2004).


Burley, in CVM's name, then sued the United
States for its failure to recognize the tribe as organ-
ized. She also twice motioned for leave to file sup-
plemental claims for relief. The district court dis-
missed the original complaint for failure to state a
claim and also denied the motions for leave.


[3][4] We review the grant of a motion to dismiss
de novo. Broudy v. Mather, 460 F.3d 106, 116
(D.C.Cir.2006). Although Burley initially filed two
claims for relief-one under § 476(h) of the Act and
the other under the Administrative Procedure Act
(“APA”), 5 U.S.C. § 704-we review only the APA
claim because § 476(h) offers no private cause of
action. We review the denial of leave to file supple-
mental claims for abuse of discretion. Hall v. CIA,
437 F.3d 94, 101 (D.C.Cir.2006).


III.


[5] The Burley faction has chosen not to repeat its
effort to organize under § 476(a). Instead, it has
tried to organize under § 476(h). Burley argues that,
under § 476(h), the Secretary had no choice but to
approve the proposed constitution. The Secretary
reads § 476(h) to allow her to reject any constitu-
tion that does not “reflect the involvement of the
whole tribal community.” We consider the question
within the framework of Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S.
837, 104 S.Ct. 2778, 81 L.Ed.2d 694 (1984). The
Secretary's legal interpretation did not come in
either a notice-and-comment rulemaking or a form-
al adjudication, the usual suspects for Chevron de-
ference. We nonetheless believe that Chevron-
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rather than Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. 134,
65 S.Ct. 161, 89 L.Ed. 124 (1944)-provides “the ap-
propriate legal lens through which to view the leg-
ality of the Agency interpretation,” Barnhart v.
Walton, 535 U.S. 212, 222, 122 S.Ct. 1265, 152
L.Ed.2d 330 (2002), because of the “interstitial
nature of the legal question” and the “related ex-
pertise of the Agency,” id. We must therefore de-
termine whether Congress has spoken directly to
the issue. If it has not, we must defer to the
agency's interpretation as long as it is reasonable.
Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842-43, 104 S.Ct. 2778. We
hold that the Secretary's interpretation is a permiss-
ible one.FN7


FN7. We recognize that we typically do
not apply full Chevron deference to an
agency interpretation of an ambiguous stat-
utory provision involving Indian affairs. In
the usual circumstance, “[t]he governing
canon of construction requires that
‘statutes are to be construed liberally in fa-
vor of the Indians, with ambiguous provi-
sions interpreted to their benefit.’ ” Cobell
v. Norton, 240 F.3d 1081, 1101
(D.C.Cir.2001) (quoting Montana v. Black-
feet Tribe of Indians, 471 U.S. 759, 766,
105 S.Ct. 2399, 85 L.Ed.2d 753 (1985)).
“This departure from the Chevron norm
arises from the fact that the rule of liber-
ally construing statutes to the benefit of the
Indians arises not from the ordinary ex-
egesis, but ‘from principles of equitable
obligations and normative rules of behavi-
or,’ applicable to the trust relationship
between the United States and the Native
American people.” Id. (quoting Al-
buquerque Indian Rights v. Lujan, 930
F.2d 49, 59 (D.C.Cir.1991)). Here,
however, the Secretary's proposed inter-
pretation does not run against any Indian
tribe; it runs only against one of the con-
testants in a heated tribal leadership dis-
pute, see supra note 1. In fact, as we later
explain, the Secretary's interpretation actu-


ally advances “the trust relationship
between the United States and the Native
American people.” Therefore, adherence to
Chevron is consistent with the customary
Indian-law canon of construction.


*1267 **44 Burley asserts that § 476(h) unambigu-
ously requires the Secretary to approve any consti-
tution adopted under that provision. In Burley's
view, the Secretary has no role in determining
whether a tribe has properly organized itself to
qualify for the federal benefits provided in the Act
and elsewhere. That cannot be. Although the sover-
eign nature of Indian tribes cautions the Secretary
not to exercise freestanding authority to interfere
with a tribe's internal governance, the Secretary has
the power to manage “all Indian affairs and [ ] all
matters arising out of Indian relations.” 25 U.S.C.
§ 2 (emphases added).FN8 We have previously
held that this extensive grant of authority gives the
Secretary broad power to carry out the federal gov-
ernment's unique responsibilities with respect to In-
dians. See Udall v. Littell, 366 F.2d 668, 672
(D.C.Cir.1966) (“In charging the Secretary with
broad responsibility for the welfare of Indian tribes,
Congress must be assumed to have given [her] reas-
onable powers to discharge it effectively.”); see
also United States v. Eberhardt, 789 F.2d 1354,
1359 (9th Cir.1986) (noting that § 2 serves “as the
source of Interior's plenary administrative authority
in discharging the federal government's trust oblig-
ations to Indians”). The exercise of this authority is
especially vital when, as is the case here, the gov-
ernment is determining whether a tribe is organ-
ized, and the receipt of significant federal benefits
turns on the decision.


FN8. This grant of authority was initially
lodged in the Secretary of War. See Act of
July 9, 1832, ch. 174, § 1, 4 Stat. 564. It
was eventually transferred to the Secretary
of the Interior in 1849. See Act of Mar. 3,
1849, ch. 108, § 5, 15 Stat. 228.


The Secretary suggests that her authority under §
476(h) includes the power to reject a proposed con-
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stitution that does not enjoy sufficient support from
a tribe's membership. Her suggestion is reasonable,
particularly in light of the federal government's
unique trust obligation to Indian tribes. See Semin-
ole Nation v. United States, 316 U.S. 286, 296, 62
S.Ct. 1049, 86 L.Ed. 1480 (1942) (noting “the dis-
tinctive obligation of trust incumbent upon the
Government in its dealings with” tribes). A corner-
stone of this obligation is to promote a tribe's polit-
ical integrity, which includes ensuring that the will
of tribal members is not thwarted by rogue leaders
when it comes to decisions affecting federal bene-
fits. See id. at 297, 62 S.Ct. 1049 (“Payment of
funds at the request of a tribal council which, to the
knowledge of the Government officers charged
with the administration of Indian affairs ..., was
composed of representatives faithless to their own
people and without integrity would be a clear
breach of the Government's fiduciary obligation.”);
Seminole Nation v. Norton, 223 F.Supp.2d 122, 140
(D.D.C.2002) (noting that the Secretary “has the re-
sponsibility to ensure that [a tribe's] representat-
ives, with whom [she] must conduct government-
to-government relations, are valid representatives
of the [tribe] as a whole”) (emphasis added).


The sensibility of the Secretary's understanding of §
476(h) is especially apparent in a case like this one.
Although CVM, by its own admission, has a poten-
tial membership of 250, only Burley and her small
group of supporters had a hand in adopting her pro-
posed constitution. This antimajoritarian gambit de-
serves no stamp of approval from the Secretary. As
Congress has made clear, tribal organization **45
*1268 under the Act must reflect majoritarian val-
ues. See 25 U.S.C. § 476(a) (requiring majority
vote by tribe for adoption of a constitution); id. §
476(b) (requiring majority vote by tribe for revoca-
tion of a constitution); id. §§ 478, 478a (requiring
majority vote by tribe in order to exclude itself
from the Act). And as we have previously noted,
tribal governments should “fully and fairly involve
the tribal members in the proceedings leading to
constitutional reform.” Morris v. Watt, 640 F.2d
404, 414 (D.C.Cir. 1981). Because the Secretary's


decision not to approve Burley's proposed constitu-
tion was permissible, we affirm the dismissal of
Burley's claim.


[6] Burley also argues that the district court abused
its discretion by denying her motions for leave to
file supplemental claims. See FED.R.CIV.P. 15(d).
Any such error was harmless. See FED.R.CIV.P. 61
. Because there has been no fact development in
this case, no harm is done by requiring Burley to
file her supplemental claims in a new cause of ac-
tion. See 6A CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, AR-
THUR R. MILLER AND MARY KAY KANE,
FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE § 1506, at
197 (2d ed.1990) (noting that “when joinder will
not promote judicial economy or the speedy dispos-
ition of the dispute between the parties, refusal to
allow the supplemental pleading is entirely justi-
fied”).


For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the dis-
trict court is


Affirmed.


C.A.D.C.,2008.
California Valley Miwok Tribe v. U.S.
515 F.3d 1262, 380 U.S.App.D.C. 39, 30 A.L.R.
Fed. 2d 727
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 1             SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 2010, 8:32 AM 


 2 (The following telephonic hearing was reported pursuant to


 3 CRC 3.670.  The record will reflect proceedings that were


 4 telephonically transmitted.  Failures in transmission or lack


 5 of speaker identification might be noted)


 6 THE COURT:  Good morning.


 7 MS. LAIRD:  Good morning, Your Honor.


 8 THE COURT:  This is --


 9 MR. WOLFRUM:  Good morning, Your Honor.


10 THE COURT:  -- California Miwok Tribe vs. California Gambling


11 Control Commission.  Sorry, who's here?


12 MS. LAIRD:  I'm Michelle Laird on behalf of Defendant


13 Gambling Control Commission.


14 THE COURT:  All right.  Who's on the phone, please?


15 MS. CATES:  Sylvia Cates.  I'm attorney for the Gambling


16 Control Commission.


17 MR. WOLFRUM:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Thomas Wolfrum on


18 behalf of the Intervenors.


19 THE COURT:  And who's representing the Plaintiffs?


20 MR. SINGLETON:  We're having a substitution of attorneys


21 filed today, Your Honor.  This is Terry Singleton and Manny Corrales


22 on behalf of the Plaintiffs.  We're substituting out.


23 THE COURT:  Okay.  Who's substituting in?


24 MR. ROSETTE:  My name is Robert Rosette appearing on behalf


25 of the California Valley Miwok Tribe.


26 THE COURT:  Do you have a substitution?


27 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes, I do.


28 THE COURT:  All right.  Would you hand it to the bailiff,
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 1 please?


 2 Okay.  All right.  I have reviewed the -- let's see.  There's


 3 a request to continue the trial.  There's an application for order


 4 directing Defendant to release the money and an application for order


 5 shortening time to file a motion for reconsideration of the order


 6 granting intervention.  The two by the Plaintiff all arise out of a


 7 decision which has been attached from the Department of the Interior.


 8 And I -- well, let me just let the Plaintiff say what all


 9 this means.  Mr. Rosette?


10 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes, Your Honor.  Basically a lot of this


11 dispute stems from an Interior Board of Indian Appeals ruling whereby


12 the issues at hand were whether or not -- who the leadership of the


13 tribe was and whether or not the tribe was organized.  In effect last


14 January the Interior Board of Indian Appeals held in a ruling that


15 this ruling really didn't have anything to do -- or this case didn't


16 really have anything to do with leadership, it really didn't have


17 anything to do with whether the tribe was organized but instead it had


18 to do with regard to who the membership of the tribe was and who


19 the -- who consisted of the tribe's general membership and, therefore,


20 their general council or their governing body.


21 He further held that because he didn't have jurisdiction over


22 membership issues, he was going to punt this entire matter to the


23 Assistant Secretary of the Department of Interior over Indian Affairs


24 to make a decision.


25 It took the Department nearly twelve months, but on December


26 22nd they issued a letter that affirmatively states that, in fact, the


27 tribe is an organized tribe, that they have a stated membership of


28 five recognized members, that they maintain a resolution form of
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 1 government and that, in fact, because they are an organized tribe with


 2 an established membership with five members and a general council,


 3 that they can work through their membership issues as well as their


 4 leadership and any other government issues themselves as the


 5 five-member general council.


 6 It further went on to rescind all of the prior correspondence


 7 that they had sent to the tribe going down this path of


 8 reorganization.  It rescinded, for example, the November 6, 2006,


 9 letter which basically held that the tribe needed to be reorganized.


10 It rescinded the February 11, 2005, letter that stated --


11 affirmed a prior decision that Sylvia Burley was not the chairperson


12 but, rather, a person of authority within the California Miwok Tribe


13 and recommended that the tribe go through an organization process.  


14 And then very importantly it also rescinded the March 26,


15 2004, letter which was a challenge to Sylvia Burley's authority within


16 the tribe as chairperson, so it rescinded all of those prior


17 correspondence and held that, in fact, not only is this tribe


18 recognized, not only is it organized, but that it does have a tribal


19 membership of these five members and that the governing body remains


20 intact.


21 It effectively makes moot all of the issues that have led to


22 the California Gambling Control Commission withholding funds in the


23 first place.


24 THE COURT:  Okay.  What's the position of the Gambling


25 Commission?


26 MR. ROSETTE:  The Gambling --


27 THE COURT:  No, they're here.


28 MR. ROSETTE:  Oh, sorry.
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 1 MS. CATES:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This is Sylvia Cates for


 2 the Commission.  We believe that the Plaintiff's application and


 3 Intervenors' opposition really highlight why we should get all --


 4 (failure in transmission)


 5 THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, I can't understand you.


 6 THE COURT:  Stop.  We can't understand anything you're


 7 saying.  You might try it more slowly.


 8 MS. CATES:  Oh, okay.  Thank you.  Sorry.  The Commission's


 9 interest here is to insure that the appropriate parties receive the


10 funds.  The Intervenors have the Assistant Secretary's decision,


11 arguably a significant unanticipated change in the status of the case.  


12 The Intervenors have indicated they intend to contest that


13 action, both administratively and through judicial review.  We assume


14 we have -- we don't know what -- whether they will seek a stay of the


15 Assistant Secretary's decision pending that review or whether one is


16 automatic.


17 In light of that, we think the Plaintiff's ex parte


18 application is premature.  It's in the nature of a request for


19 injunctive relief which can't really be decided through this ex parte


20 process, so our view is that the pending summary judgment motion


21 should be taken off calendar.  The dates for filing the opposing


22 motion should be pushed out in order to allow time for any action


23 regarding the Assistant Secretary's decision to -- (failure in


24 transmission).  The funds will continue to be held in an


25 interest-bearing account.  They're not going anywhere --


26 THE COURT:  Can I hear from Mr. Wolfrum?


27 MS. CATES:  -- so that's -- that's the --


28 THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  Is Intervenor's counsel on the phone?
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 1 Mr. Wolfrum?


 2 MR. WOLFRUM:  Judge, this is Mr. Wolfrum.  Can you hear me?


 3 THE COURT:  Yes.


 4 MR. WOLFRUM:  Did you receive my written opposition that I


 5 filed and served yesterday?


 6 THE COURT:  I did.


 7 MR. WOLFRUM:  I'm sorry, you did?


 8 THE COURT:  Yes.


 9 MR. WOLFRUM:  Thank you.  I agree with what the Defendant has


10 said.  We will -- we are seeking administrative and possibly judicial


11 review and a stay.  This is not a matter that needs to be heard ex


12 parte which really doesn't provide either us, the Intervenors and


13 Mr. Dixie with an opportunity to appear in court.  There is a motion


14 for summary judgment that I believe is on January 28th.  I -- the


15 Intervenors agree with the Defendant the State of California Gambling


16 Control Commission that the motion for summary judgment can be


17 continued.  We did not get 75 days' notice because you allowed us to


18 intervene.  We were willing to work with less notice on that; however,


19 if in your wisdom you grant the Defendant's motion, we would


20 appreciate that and, therefore, we support that.  I don't know if you


21 want me to get into the merits of the December 22nd letter from the


22 BIA, but we think there are some obvious errors that will result in


23 changes to that letter.  I don't want to go into them now because --


24 unless I have to because it seems to me this is just not an ex


25 parte -- ex parte matter, that is, releasing the funds to Sylvia


26 Burley is not an ex parte matter and I don't see that there's any need


27 to shorten time.  I don't see any emergency or other reason to shorten


28 time.  Mr. Rosette may file his motion and we'll timely appear on your
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 1 law and motion calendar.  There are more than sixteen court days


 2 between now and January 28.


 3 THE COURT:  Something that has been raised that I am not


 4 familiar with and that is the procedures.  We have this letter from an


 5 assistant secretary.  What happens next or does anything happen next?


 6 MR. ROSETTE:  Well, this is a -- what's deemed a final agency


 7 action by the Department of Interior.  The Assistant Secretary is


 8 charged with final decision making with regard to matters dealing with


 9 Indian Affairs and Indian Country, so this is what's deemed a final


10 agency action, and, as you know, our first request is to take judicial


11 notice of a final agency action.  California Evidence Code 452(c)


12 permits Your Honor to take judicial notice of the official acts of the


13 executive departments of the United States.  Pursuant to 25 CFR


14 2.6(c), decisions made by the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs


15 shall be final for the Department and effective immediately unless the


16 Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs provides otherwise in the


17 decision.


18 He does not provide otherwise anywhere in this decision.  It


19 is a final decision.  It is to take effect immediately and, in fact,


20 Your Honor, we have already received written correspondence from the


21 superintendent of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in California also


22 expressing their intent and willingness to move forward with the


23 government-to-government relationship with my client Sylvia Burley


24 with regard to awarding her a 638 contract which is the federal


25 appropriations to the tribal government.  I do have an email that I


26 could submit if you wish with regard to that correspondence as well,


27 so it is a final agency action.  It is deemed final and it is supposed


28 to take effect immediately.
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 1 THE COURT:  Mr. Wolfrum, do you agree with that?


 2 MR. WOLFRUM:  I did not get much of that, Your Honor.


 3 THE COURT:  Counsel has said that this is a final action, and


 4 it takes place immediately, that is to say, this letter from the


 5 Assistant Secretary.


 6 MR. WOLFRUM:  It's difficult to read on the letter to who --


 7 this happened December 22nd -- who signed it under Assistant Secretary


 8 Echo Hawk, but I don't -- I don't know, I haven't had time to research


 9 whether or not the Under Secretary's order is reviewable


10 administratively or judicially or not.  We've undertaken to do that,


11 but this is the week between Christmas and New Year's.  It's going to


12 take a few more days to get that down.  And I just -- in response to


13 that, whether it is or not, I don't know that given that there are


14 statutory times for -- for notice and this is really a motion for


15 summary judgment or injunctive relief that decides the entire case.


16 And there not being any protections in place, if the money is


17 paid to the Plaintiff in care of Sylvia Burley, that absent some


18 showing of emergency or necessity or irreparable harm, the application


19 for release of the money should be denied because if it is released to


20 her, to Ms. Burley, it'll never be made available to the larger,


21 whether it's five or 500, and so there is no prejudice to Plaintiff


22 but there is great possibility of prejudice to Intervenors, and we


23 need 30 or more days to distribute that money.  Just doesn't seem to


24 be an act that the Court can or would want to do ex parte.


25 THE COURT:  The summary judgment which is set on the 28th, I


26 assume, has to be based on something other than this letter 'cause the


27 letter didn't exist.  There's a summary judgment pending.  What was


28 the basis of that?
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 1 MR. CORRALES:  I can address that, Your Honor, with your


 2 permission.


 3 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes.


 4 MR. CORRALES:  We filed a motion --


 5 THE COURT:  State your name for the record.


 6 MR. CORRALES:  Manuel Corrales.  I'm the former attorney with


 7 Mr. Singleton for the tribe.  We filed a motion for summary judgment


 8 based upon the language of the contract that the contract -- the


 9 compact, excuse me, that the compact does not require the tribe to be


10 organized.  There are specific requirements that the tribe be


11 federally recognized and have a representative sufficient to receive


12 the revenue sharing trust fund money.  It had nothing to do with


13 whether or not the BIA approved a federal funding contract.  In fact,


14 we argued in the summary judgment motion that the BIA -- rather, the


15 Commission doesn't need the BIA's approval in order to distribute the


16 money, and it's based -- strictly it's based upon the interpretation


17 of the compact, not about anything to do with --


18 MR. WOLFRUM:  Judge, if anyone's speaking, I cannot hear


19 them.


20 THE COURT:  Mr. Corrales, why --


21 MS. CATES:  I can't -- I can't either.


22 THE COURT:  -- don't you come forward.


23 MR. CORRALES:  I apologize.  To the microphone?  Can you hear


24 me now?  Can you hear me now?  Counsel?


25 THE COURT:  Is that microphone on?


26 THE BAILIFF:  It's on.


27 MR. WOLFRUM:  Thank you, Judge.  I can now hear you.


28 MR. CORRALES:  Okay, all right.  My point was that the -- my
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 1 point was that the summary judgment motion is based upon the


 2 interpretation of the compact, the language of the compact which


 3 doesn't require BIA approval.  It's strictly Section 4.1 that says


 4 that the Commission has an obligation to release the money to a


 5 federally -- to a noncompact tribe who is federally recognized and has


 6 a representative sufficient to receive the money.  Nothing else.


 7 There's no requirement that the tribe be organized under the IRA.  Has


 8 nothing to do with federal funding and so it's strictly a state


 9 compact interpretation, and that's the basis for the summary judgment


10 motion.


11 THE COURT:  I guess you're not the attorney anymore, but


12 would -- Mr. Rosette, would you want to go forward with that summary


13 judgment, or would you want to file a new one based on the letter or


14 at least with the additional ammunition provided by this December 22nd


15 letter?


16 MR. ROSETTE:  Well, Your Honor, I specifically -- I know


17 we're sort of mixing several issues here, but my original intent today


18 was to very specifically get judicial notice of this final agency


19 action from the administration; and secondly, because the letter is so


20 clear and specific as to who the general council members are and that


21 nobody can decide --


22 THE COURT:  Well, where -- okay.  Help me with that.  Where


23 does it say that?  I mean everything is in the negative.  It's they --


24 the -- the Bureau rescinds this letter.  It says they will work with


25 the tribe, and they rescind their notice to assist the tribe and all


26 of this, and I -- I -- I was having trouble finding affirmatively what


27 they had done.


28 MR. ROSETTE:  It's specifically in the background section of
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 1 the letter, and as you go through it on page 2 in the -- I suppose


 2 that would be the second full paragraph where it discusses and


 3 recognizes that "On September 24th, 1998, the superintendent of the


 4 Bureau of Indian Affairs Central California advised Yakima Dixie, then


 5 serving as tribal chairman that Yakima Dixie, Melvin Dixie"--


 6 THE REPORTER:  You're going to have to slow down.


 7 MR. ROSETTE:  "Sylvia Burley, Rashel Reznor, Anjelica Paulk


 8 and Tristan Wallace were able to participate in the effort to


 9 reorganize under the IRA" and, in fact, as you read through that


10 paragraph, at the end it says, "On November 5th, 1998, by Resolution


11 No. GC-98-01, the tribe established the general council," okay?  


12 That's where it identifies whom the general council is, and if you go


13 to the conclusion on page 6, specifically No. 5, it states that "Both


14 my office and the BIA will work with the tribe's existing governing


15 body, its general council as established by Resolution GC-98-01 to


16 fulfill the government-to-government relationship between the United


17 States and the California Valley Miwok Tribe."  


18 The letter is very specific who the governing body is which


19 is the general council.  The letter is also specific that the general


20 council consists of five specific people.  So --


21 THE COURT:  Where do I get that?


22 MR. ROSETTE:  From the facts section that I had previously


23 read to you on page 2.


24 THE COURT:  Oh, I see.  That -- "then serving advised."


25 MR. ROSETTE:  These five.


26 THE COURT:  "Advised Yakima Dixie."


27 MR. ROSETTE:  Correct.  And then these five --


28 THE COURT:  That Yakima Dixie was able to participate.
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 1 MR. ROSETTE:  Correct.  With Yakima Dixie, Melvin Dixie, who


 2 is now deceased --


 3 THE COURT:  Right.  Well, I thought that Yakima Dixie is one


 4 of the intervenors.


 5 MR. WOLFRUM:  He is.


 6 MR. ROSETTE:  Correct, Your Honor.  The other intervenors are


 7 clearly not members of this tribe.  Now, with regard to Yakima Dixie


 8 and some of the comments that were made earlier, what this letter is


 9 doing is it's recognizing who the government is, and it is a


10 resolution form of government operated by those five tribal members.


11 The resolution form of government went on to conduct the business of


12 the tribe, and it wasn't until that resolution form of government was


13 challenged through the various correspondence and letters that were


14 subsequently sent that said we're not recognizing your resolution form


15 of government, we're not sure who has the authority of the tribe, et


16 cetera.  It came back through the IBIA, Judge, and to the Assistant


17 Secretary that these are membership decisions.  What the Assistant


18 Secretary is doing is saying this -- we do not have jurisdiction to


19 decide membership issues.  Those issues are already decided with these


20 five members.  It's the general council that is the governing body.


21 The general council shall determine not only what their membership is


22 going forward but what their leadership is and so on and so forth.  We


23 will have a government-to-government relationship with this general


24 council.


25 It then went on to rescind every single correspondence that


26 it sent to that general council pursuant to that resolution form of


27 government, Sylvia Burley as chair, and it rescinded all of that


28 correspondence.  You know, which follows that that general council and
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 1 that governing body to which the United States recognizes and wants to


 2 resume its government-to-government relationship with is the general


 3 council for purposes of any and all other proceedings.


 4 MR. CORRALES:  And, Your Honor, that was one of the


 5 affirmative defenses that we addressed in the summary judgment motion,


 6 summary adjudication because the Commission raised that issue that


 7 there's no governing body, and we argued that the BIA had recognized


 8 this governing body that had a resolution form of government when it


 9 changed its name initially and the secretary -- secretary's letter


10 addresses that issue and says this resolution form of government is


11 now recognized and so that's part of the summary judgment motion as


12 well.


13 MR. ROSETTE:  Now, if I could just make two quick points.


14 The first being that the tribe's general council, the governing body,


15 which is represented by Sylvia Burley, consists of a super majority of


16 the tribe, four of the five members.  So it's not as though a single


17 individual is going to be receiving a check for their own benefit.


18 The tribe itself, the governing body to which Yakima Dixie is a member


19 would be receiving the check for tribal government purposes as


20 designated by their governing body.


21 Secondly, Your Honor, I would let you know that exigent


22 circumstances do exist because of the financial and human hardship


23 placed upon this tribe.  By wrongfully withholding these funds for so


24 long, the bank has foreclosed on the tribal office building and house,


25 and the sheriff has been out there more than once to evict the tribe,


26 and it's only been through our efforts to explain the process that


27 we're engaged in and involved in with the Federal Government to


28 resolve all of these issues that we've been able to stay within the
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 1 tribal office and home.


 2 So exigent circumstances do exist.  This tribe is facing


 3 eviction every single day.


 4 THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, that's --


 5 MS. CATES:  This is Sylvia Cates for the Gambling Control


 6 Commission.  I -- Mr. Rosette is raising a whole host of new issues


 7 that we haven't had a chance to review.  My understanding is the issue


 8 with the house has been resolved with the sheriff and maybe there's


 9 new information.  I also am confused by his statement that the


10 governing body is four individuals given the Assistant Secretary's


11 letter which states it's the entire general council so I think some


12 clarification may be in order there.


13 I'd also like to add -- because there are a lot of new issues


14 being raised today, perhaps the best approach would be to schedule a


15 new -- a scheduling conference after some of these preliminary issues


16 regarding the Assistant Secretary's letter and in a request for review


17 of it are taken care of.


18 THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I'm not comfortable with this at


19 all.  It may be that this letter goes into effect immediately.  Based


20 on the history of this litigation, people find ways to appeal and --


21 every issue that's been raised for the last ten years, and also the


22 issues of the exigencies of the present situation are all new to me.


23 Those are not --


24 MR. WOLFRUM:  Judge, I'm again unable to hear anything.


25 THE COURT:  Well, I'm sorry.  My microphone's on and if you


26 can't hear me, that's too bad.


27 MR. WOLFRUM:  I now hear you.


28 THE COURT:  All right.  I'm not sure my mike is working
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 1 but -- anyway the -- I'm going to deny all of the ex parte


 2 applications without prejudice, and I think there needs to be further


 3 briefing, particularly on -- well, on some of the issues that were


 4 raised today, on the finality of this letter, on whether there is


 5 another -- I'll use the word "appeal" in its generic sense because I


 6 don't hope to understand the administrative procedures of the BIA and


 7 all these things that have gone on before.  I mean I've read all this


 8 material in the context of the previous motion, and this does seem to


 9 be a radical departure from the previous position of the BIA, although


10 this Assistant Secretary's not part of the BIA, correct?


11 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes, he is.


12 THE COURT:  He is?  He is part of the BIA?


13 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes.  Yeah.


14 MR. WOLFRUM:  Yes.


15 MR. ROSETTE:  He's the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs


16 which is the -- under the Bureau of Indian Affairs which is part of


17 the Department of Interior.


18 THE COURT:  But it's a radical -- I mean it's basically


19 saying -- it looks to me like it's saying everything we said before is


20 out.


21 MR. ROSETTE:  Correct.


22 THE COURT:  We're changing everything we said before, and


23 their previous position had been consistently to say we're not going


24 to decide any of these issues.  That seemed to be what they were


25 saying in all their letters, and substantively it looks like a major


26 change in the case, but I'm very uncomfortable in effect granting


27 summary judgment on an ex parte order, and I think it needs to be


28 either a summary judgment or some other kind of -- and I think that
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 1 probably, and unfortunately, is the remedy because you're dealing with


 2 outside documents unless you can find some other procedural way.  I


 3 didn't hear any objection to my taking judicial notice of the


 4 document.  No one is questioning that's an official document, so in


 5 light of that, I will take judicial notice of the December 22nd letter


 6 which is attached to the ex parte application.  In fact, I think it's


 7 attached to several of the applications, but I'm not quite sure how


 8 to -- procedurally I'm not sure that the January 28th motion deals


 9 with the issues that are -- will best resolve this case at this point.


10 Seems to me that this letter resolves some of the issues that


11 concerned me, particularly who the appropriate representative


12 was 'cause I'm not sure with all due respect to Mr. Corrales that


13 the -- even if I were to grant his motion or at least agree with his


14 motion, that that would necessarily resolve the underlying dispute


15 because the relief being sought was that the payments be made to


16 Sylvia Burley, and this letter appears that it might resolve that


17 issue.


18 And so I think everybody needs to figure out procedurally the


19 best way to do it.  And the other question is whether there is some


20 kind of review.  I mean whether there could be a stay or a review of


21 this letter.  I just don't know.  I have absolutely no idea what the


22 procedures are and where this fits into that series of letters other


23 than the person who wrote it seems to think he has quite a bit of


24 authority because he is rescinding everything else they said.


25 MR. ROSETTE:  That's correct.


26 THE COURT:  So maybe this is very high up in the


27 administrative hierarchy, I just don't know, and I don't have any


28 authority in front of me and obviously it's not something I deal with
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 1 every day.  This is not the kind of issues I deal with.


 2 So I'm trying to think procedurally of the best way to do


 3 this.


 4 MR. CORRALES:  Your Honor, we have -- at least I put on


 5 calendar a demurrer for the 28th, and this thing came up, and I -- and


 6 I think it would be appropriate to maybe put a motion for


 7 reconsideration on calendar instead, and that's up to Mr. Rosette.


 8 MR. ROSETTE:  Yeah, that was precisely what I was going to


 9 ask.  I really do -- I really did want the Court to focus today


10 specifically on the request for judicial notice first and secondly,


11 the motion for reconsideration of the order granting intervention.


12 Just because clearly I mean even on page 4 of this same letter, tribal


13 citizenship, it also states, "It is indisputable," and it names the


14 five members of the tribe.  To me I think that that would be the --


15 the most important issue with regard to understanding whether or not


16 these people who the letter clearly does not recognize as members of


17 this tribe to -- to be allowed as intervenors in this case with the


18 exception, of course, of Yakima Dixie.


19 THE COURT:  Right.  Right.  And that may be a -- well --


20 okay.  I agree with that.  I will -- we'll add a motion -- we'll set a


21 motion for reconsideration.  If it's on the 28th, okay, you need to


22 file a motion then.  Do they have time?


23 MS. WOODS:  They do.


24 THE COURT:  When --


25 MR. WOLFRUM:  I point out in my moving papers that they have


26 time, Your Honor.


27 THE COURT:  All right.  So --


28 MR. WOLFRUM:  And I give the dates.  I think they've got
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 1 about another week to file to bring them within Code of Civil Code


 2 Procedure Section 1005(b).


 3 THE COURT:  To fit within the ten days or whatever it is.


 4 MS. WOODS:  Sixteen.


 5 MR. WOLFRUM:  Have to file and personally serve sixteen days


 6 before the hearing and --


 7 THE COURT:  All right.  Well --


 8 MR. WOLFRUM:  There's about 21 court days because Friday --


 9 THE COURT:  Wait, wait, wait, wait.  That's not the issue.


10 The issue is whether it's timely filed --


11 MR. CORRALES:  Your Honor?


12 THE COURT:  -- from going the other way.  And I know you make


13 an argument that there was no notice of ruling --


14 MR. CORRALES:  Correct.


15 THE COURT:  -- et cetera, and what I'm going to do is I'm


16 going to -- just to make sure there's no problem with that, I'm going


17 to deem the ex parte application to be a -- to be the motion for


18 reconsideration and filed as of the date the ex parte was filed, and


19 I'm going to allow you to file a supplemental Points & Authorities and


20 a supplemental motion and that will be done in the statutory period


21 counting backward from the 28th.  That way there's no problem of --


22 the issue isn't the notice to the 28th.  The issue is whether you


23 filed within the statutory period after the previous ruling.


24 MR. CORRALES:  And the supplemental papers would be in


25 conformance with the statute requiring the declaration and so forth


26 of --


27 THE COURT:  Correct.


28 MR. CORRALES:  Yes, okay.
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 1 THE COURT:  Correct.


 2 MR. ROSETTE:  Thank you, Your Honor.


 3 THE COURT:  All right.  We'll do that and -- very interesting


 4 development.  Thank you.


 5 MS. LAIRD:  Your Honor?


 6 MS. CATES:  Your Honor?


 7 THE COURT:  Yes.


 8 MS. CATES:  Your Honor, this is Sylvia Cates again with the


 9 Gambling Control Commission.  Just a point of clarification.  The


10 pending summary judgment motion, the opposition would be due for us to


11 file, I believe, around January 13th.  If I understand what you want


12 us to do is to not deal with the issues in that pending motion and


13 just deal with the --


14 THE COURT:  I didn't actually address that.  Do you want to


15 still go forward with that summary judgment, Mr. Rosette?


16 MR. ROSETTE:  Yes.  Yeah.


17 THE COURT:  That's still on.


18 MS. CATES:  All right.


19 THE COURT:  So you will need to file your opposition in a


20 timely fashion.


21 MS. CATES:  And also, Your Honor, with the current trial


22 date, any oppo -- any motions for summary judgment to be filed by


23 Intervenors or Defendant would be due to be filed, I believe, January


24 19th counting back from the May 13th trial date.


25 THE COURT:  Whatever it is, it is.  I see no reason to


26 continue the trial.  The Intervenors were aware of the trial date when


27 they intervened so they have to deal with that.  All right.  Thank


28 you.
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 1 MR. ROSETTE:  Thank you.


 2 MR. WOLFRUM:  Yes.


 3 MS. CATES:  Thank you.


 4 MR. WOLFRUM:  Mr. Rosette, will you prepare the order?


 5 MR. ROSETTE:  Sure.


 6 MR. WOLFRUM:  And if you will get back to me if you have


 7 the --


 8 THE COURT:  It's basically giving notice of all these dates.


 9 MR. WOLFRUM:  The proposed order following the December 17th


10 hearing on the motion for Intervenors by and for intervention.  If you


11 don't have that, I'll get it to you so you can review it and we can


12 get -- we can work it out and get it signed by the judge so it's in


13 the record.


14 THE COURT:  Counsel, if -- this is a court.  If you want to


15 talk to Mr. Rosette, give him a call.


16 MR. WOLFRUM:  Thank you.  Thank you, Judge.


17 THE COURT:  We're in recess.


18 MR. WOLFRUM:  Bye.


19 THE COURT:  Actually -- I want to talk to Mr. Singleton about


20 a matter -- we went to the same college, and it involves somebody that


21 went to our college.  Nothing to do with this case.  Does anyone have


22 any objection to that?


23 Mr. Singleton.


24 (9:11 a.m., end of proceedings)


25


26


27


28
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